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Abstract 

 

Real-Scale Social Simulations Using Synthetic Societal Data 

 

Tadahiko MURATA 

Kansai University 

 

In this talk, we introduce the current situation of synthesized societal data to support real-scale 

social simulations for real-scale social simulations (RSSS). In order to conduct RSSSs that are 

simulations for specific geographical areas or regions, the data relating to the specific regions are 

required. Although information on the land or buildings are prepared by GIS (Geographical 

Information Systems), it is difficult to utilize the information on residents such as age, sex, 

occupation, income due to privacy reasons.  

We have already synthesized such data called synthetic populations for Whole Japan without 

using any privacy data but only using the publicly released statistics. We synthesize multiple sets 

of synthetic populations so that any third party recognizes whether a true information on a specific 

household is included or not.  

Since synthetic populations currently include household information on their living places such 

as so-called night-time population distributions, we have estimated workplaces for workers in 

households to estimate relations between night-time distributions and daytime distributions. This 

estimation enables us to estimate activity data for each household member such as time schedule 

for their everyday lives and possible places during their off-duty hours. We define such 

information with their activity data as “Synthetic Societal Data (SSD)”. SSD can be described as 

follows: SSD = Synthetic Populations + Basic Behavioral Data 

We show some examples and possibilities of RSSSs using SSD in the talk. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Amalgamating Agent and Gaming Simulation to Understand Implicit Latent Customer 

Experience 

 

Takao TERANO 

Chiba University of Commerce 

terano@cuc.ac.jp 

Agent-Simulation is a tool to make unclear future scenarios visible in various business decisions. Gaming-

Simulation is often used as a language to communicate among business players with computational aids to 

discuss the future unclear complex situations. For these years, we are conducting several research projects 

to amalgamate Agent-Simulation and Gaming-Simulation in business decision-making problems. One of 

the most unique aspects of our work is that we adopt a human-in-the-loop participatory approach in our 

projects. Agent simulation, with both computer and human agents, is often used to design and analyze 

complex business problems. In addition, game simulation, used primarily by human players, is extended to 

computer agent players in design thinking. This approach requires the development of new formal methods 

for describing and analyzing scenarios derived from results of agent and/or gaming simulations. These 

methods will contribute to future social credit systems. 

 


